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Goals & Presuppositions

Goals:

Introduce the NLP problem

Describe social media text

Show some tools for processing social media text

Demonstrate in-use applications of social media

Presuppositions:

Some rough knowledge of statistics

Sixth-form (pre-uni) maths / set theory

A slightly less rough knowledge of English

Basic grasp of elements associated with computer science helpful
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Structure

World's briefest history of language and social media

Essential concepts in two subfields of artificial intelligence

Natural language processing (NLP)

Machine learning (ML)

Characteristics of language on social networks

Processing social media:

Language ID

Tokenisation

Part of speech tagging

Named entity recognition

Named entity disambiguation

Building social media datasets

Applications
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Intro 

Functional utterances

Vowels

Velar closure: consonants

Speech

New modality: writing

Digital text

E-mail

Social media

Increased

machine-
readable

information??
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Intro 

Gartner ''3V'' definition:

1.Volume

2.Velocity

3.Variety

High volume & velocity of messages:

Twitter has  ~20 000 000 users per month
They write ~500 000 000 messages per day

Massive variety: 
Stock markets;
Earthquakes;
Social arrangements;
… Bieber
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Social media sites 

Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook

Twitter has varied uptake per country:

 Low in China (often censored, local competitor – Weibo)
 Low in Denmark, Germany (Facebook is preferred)
 Medium in UK, though often complementary to Facebook
 High in USA

Networks have common themes:

 Individuals as nodes in a common graph
 Relations between people
 Sharing and privacy restrictions
 No curation of content
 Multimedia posting and re-posting

Other features: topics, closed groups, moderation, liking, media, groups, person discovery ..

How can we get information out of these discussions, into a discrete machine-readable format?
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Intro to Natural Language Processing

“Human knowledge is expressed in language. So computational linguistics is very important.” 

– Mark Steedman, ACL Presidential Address (2007); Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
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Intro to Natural Language Processing

“Human knowledge is expressed in language. So computational linguistics is very important.” 

– Mark Steedman, ACL Presidential Address (2007); Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Language understanding is difficult; language is irregular.
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Intro to Natural Language Processing

“Human knowledge is expressed in language. So computational linguistics is very important.” 

– Mark Steedman, ACL Presidential Address (2007); Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

What are we trying to do?

Start: sequences of bytes - documents

End: actionable knowledge

Basic terms

– Documents

– .. have sentences, and words

– .. may be part of a collection, or corpus (pl. corpora)
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Tokenisation / segmentation

Goal: identify useful sub-sequences in a symbol stream

– Words

– Sentences

Start: I'm going to the shops later.

Space split: I'm | going | to | the | shops | later.

Punctuation: I'm | going | to | the | shops | later | .

Contractions: I | 'm | going | to | the | shops | later | .
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Tokenisation / segmentation

Goal: identify useful sub-sequences in a symbol stream

– Words

– Sentences

Sentence splitting is non-trivial
Full stop isn't always a full stop

Abbreviations: Twitter Corp. declared a rights issue today.

Quotes: “It's just no good.”, said the cop.

News lead-ins: NAIROBI, Jul 21\nPresident Bush has visited Nairobi today.

Ellipsis: Well... that's unfortunate.

Non-full-stops: This is getting silly!

Initials: Where's the D.A.D. concert?
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Tokenisation / segmentation

Goal: identify useful sub-sequences in a symbol stream

A little tricky in English, or Swedish, or French; but what if we don't use spaces?

中文句子由连续的一系列单词组成。

Greedy matching does OK: 

Using a set of words – a lexicon – find the longest subsequence matches

中文 句子 由 连续 的  一系列 单词 组成

Chinese sentence with consecutive (adj.) series of word formed

Pros: lightweight and simple

Cons: doesn't handle unknown words well; doesn't recover well from errors

Luckily, we have an unambiguous sentence marker this time: 。
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Part-of-Speech tagging

Once we know where the words are, it's useful to know what type of words they are

– Adjectives
– Nouns
– Verbs

– Plural
– Possessive
– Proper vs. common

“I save money in the bank”
“The plane should bank sharply in this turn”

“She is very rich!”
“Have you met Rich?”

Not all words have just one “sense”
– Monosemy = having one sense
– Polysemy = having >1 sense

Humour often relies on polysemy; important to meaning
Part of speech helpful for “word sense disambiguation”
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Part-of-Speech tagging

Not all words have just one “sense”

– Monosemy = having one sense

– Polysemy = having >1 sense

Humour often relies on polysemy

It can be important to establish the correct intended meaning of a sentence.

Part-of-speech helpful for “word sense disambiguation”

Narrows set of potential meanings

Source: /r/dadjokes)
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Part-of-Speech tagging

Tagged data might look like this:

Gotta VBP verb; present; not 3rd person
dress VB verb, base
up RP particle
for IN preposition
london NNP proper noun
fashion NNP proper noun
week NNP proper noun
and CC conjunction
party VB verb, base
in IN preposition
style NN common noun
! . punctuation

Part-of-speech tags can:
– help narrow the senses of a word
– define the “chunks” of a sentence

Alone, they cannot:
– describe interactions within the sentence, e.g. who does what to whom
– tell us about actors, like places, people and organisations
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Entity recognition

Some important objects get their own names, expressed with proper nouns

These are capitalised in English

The almighty Matteo Magnani has great foresight

I do so love visiting Sweden

That's crazy, who wouldn't want to drive a Volvo?

We call these named entities

Recognising named entities, or NEs, helps determine what a document is about

Downside of entities: we often haven't seen these words before, so they're hard to handle

Szeged was great this year! - what kind of word is that?

Second downside: when they are made of common words, we might miss them

I hope to visit London Fashion Week
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Constructions

How can we represent sentences?

Bag-of-words: 

– treat each word as a dimension, either 0 or 1 (present/absent)
– sparse representations: big vectors, one dimension / word in lexicon, few 1s
– Intuitive, fast; but captures no context
– We call each word a “unigram”; this is a unigram representation.

How can we capture context?

– Take e.g. two words in a row; bigrams
– “I will eat your cheese” → (“I will”, “will eat”, “eat your”, “your cheese”)
– Captures context
– word combinations are rarer than single words, so very sparse representation
– We can go higher than just two words in a row; 1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram … n-grams
– n-grams are ordered, fixed-length sequences of tokens.

These representations are powerful, but very simple

– They don't capture much context
– Long-dependencies are lost
– False assumption: not all words are orthogonal (i.e. “swans” and “birds” not independent)
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Automating NLP

We have a rough idea of how to start encoding our problems for computing

What kinds of approaches are there?

– Lookup-list based (lists of nouns, lists of verbs)

• Fast, unambiguous

• Time consuming to create, can't handle new data

– Transducers and grammars

• Some flexibility

• Expensive to create, requires an expert

• Only handles what you program it for

– Machine learning

• Draws its own conclusions from observations over the data
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(Very) Brief Intro to Machine Learning

Why program the computer, when it can program itself?

Machine learning aims to make decisions based on observed data
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(Very) Brief Intro to Machine Learning

Why program the computer, when it can program itself?

Machine learning aims to make decisions based on observed data

Not a “silver bullet”:
 "it is easy to make computers exhibit adult performance on intelligence tests or 
playing checkers, and difficult or impossible to give them the skills of a one-year-old 
when it comes to perception and mobility."

 - language understanding is a difficult-to-impossible task (this year)
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Overview of machine learning

Major tasks:

– Classification: assigning labels to things (this is an X, this is a Y)
– Regression: assigning scalar values to things (this has -2.3, this has +8.5)
– Ranking: ordering instances (this thing first; this thing second; this thing third)

Major methods:

– Supervised: we have a lot of things and we know the type of each one
– Unsupervised: we have a lot of things, but that's all
– Supervised: we have some things and we know what they are, but wait, there's more!

Major scenarios:

– Instance-based: deal with each thing in isolation, independent of others
– Sequence-based: the result of other things in a sequence has a knock-on effect;

find the best possible sequence.

Our focus is on supervised classification.
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Example: gender guesser

Algorithm: naïve Bayes classifier

Input: a list of names, and the gender for each one

– Classification (binary); supervised; instance-based.

Output: given an unseen name, a binary class – male or female

How do we represent the name?

– Representation is made of features
– Let's try just one: the final letter

Training:

– Our system reads each example in turn
– For each feature, i.e. possible last letter, we build a distribution of class labels
– e.g. “s” → 70% female; a Bayesian prior, that is, P(class|observed features)
– The final values are our model

Supervised learning: input examples are used to build a model
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Example: gender guesser

How could our model look?

Most Informative Features
             last_letter = 'a'            female : male =     38.3 : 1.0
             last_letter = 'k'              male : female =     31.4 : 1.0
             last_letter = 'f'              male : female =     15.3 : 1.0
             last_letter = 'p'              male : female =     10.6 : 1.0
             last_letter = 'w'              male : female =     10.6 : 1.0

Now we have a model, how can we find the gender of previously-unseen names?

Feature extraction:

– Convert name to feature representation, in this case, just the last letter
– Conchita → “a”

Apply model to features, that is, P(class|new example)

– In this case, P(female | “a”) = 97.5%
– Most likely class is “female” name

Cute python example: NLTK book Chapter 6 – takes five minutes to run; try it!

– http://www.nltk.org/book/ch06.html
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Many other classifiers

Decision tree

http://jmvidal.cse.sc.edu/talks/decisiontrees/dt.png
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Many other classifiers

kNN clustering
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Many other classifiers

Support Vector Machine
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Machine learning summary

Take input data

Pick a way of representing it

– Easy if it's numeric, harder if it's text

– e.g. n-grams, characters, binary flags

Try to build a model of the input data

When you get a new example, apply this model in a certain way (where the “magic” is) 

Output a guess
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“We didn’t underperform. You overexpected.”

Evaluation
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Performance Evaluation

2 main requirements:

• Evaluation metric: mathematically defines how to 
measure the system’s performance against human-
annotated gold standard

• Scoring program: implements the metric and provides 
performance measures 

– For each document and over the entire corpus

– For each type of annotation
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Terminology Comparison 

NLP metrics Other metrics

Correct True Positive

Missing False Negative

Spurious False Positive

Partially correct

True negative
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Measuring success

• In IE, we classify the annotations produced in one of 4 ways:

• Correct = things annotated correctly

e.g. annotating “Matteo Magnani” as a Person

• Missing = things not annotated that should have been

e.g. not annotating “Uppsala” as a Location

• Spurious = things annotated wrongly

e.g. annotating “Niels Bohr” as a Location

• Partially correct = the annotation type is correct, but the span is 
wrong

e,g, annotating just “Bohr” as a Person (too short) or annotating 
“Unfortunately Niels Bohr” as a Person (too long)
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Precision and recall

We define two percentage metrics to measure performance:

Precision: of all the things found, how many were correct?

P = |correct things found| / |things found|

Penalises false positives

But: you can get 100% by returning one correct thing only!

Recall: of all the things we could find, how many did we find?

R = |correct things found| / |correct things possible to find|

Penalises excluding the right answer

But: if you return everything every time, you get 100%!
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Precision and recall

What's the precision and recall of Google?
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Precision and recall

What's the precision and recall of Google?

Recall: low – lots of relevant pages, and 

Google only returns ~10

Precision: low – maybe only two-three of

the ten results are relevant

Is low precision a problem here?
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Precision and recall

Precision and recall seem to work against each other, and balance errors between them

We can get a unified score using the harmonic mean: the F-score

This unified metric doesn't tell the whole picture, but gives a rough idea of performance

Useful for comparison, and something we'll use in the coming material
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Re-orientation

Now we have some tools and measures for
processing social media text.

What exactly are we dealing with?
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NLP on social media text

Multiple sources & definitions of “social media” and “social network site”
Which to choose?

Twitter as the D. Melanogaster 
of social media

Newswire: regulated
– “our most frequently-used corpora [..] written and edited predominantly by working-age 

white men”

Twitter: wild; many styles
– Headlines
– Conversations
– Colloquial
– Just “noise” (hashtags, URLs, mentions)
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General challenges

Common complaints we have about social media text:

• Documents are short;
• There are spelling errors;
• Words are ambiguous;
• Nonstandard / new lexical items;
• Nonstandard syntactic patterns.

The impact (or the cause?) of these complaints: Low performance of existing systems.

Maybe we need to re-train?

• Shortage of training data;
• Low-performance of existing techniques.

   x

How can we characterise social media text?

What new techniques can help us process it?

  Let's start at the deep end: Twitter text.*

* also – it's public and plentiful
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Qualitative genre description

Great diversity in social media users, but they're not illiterate

 People want to represent their own dialects and accents (Jones 2010)
 They pick and choose from the entire stylistic repertoire of language (Tagliamonte 2008)
 Same literacy scores in standard and non-standard vocabulary users (Drouin 2009)

Emoticons have more than just an expressive function

 Pragmatic function, e.g. demonstrating a less stressed stance (Dresner 2010)
 Not just pictograms: phrasal abbreviations are also included – smh, lol 
 Lexical items are made nonstandard through lengthening – cooolll (Brody 2011)

Social variables associated with certain transformations

 Slang is less inhibited in informal settings (Labov 1972)
 G-dropping mapped from speech to writing (Eisenstein 2010)
 Lexemes can have a spatial association within a language (Eisenstein 2011)

This socio-linguistic variation in social media highlights bias in existing resources

 Most corpora text was curated predominantly by working-age white men (Eisenstein 2013)
 Social media is not curated, so has different biases
 We have little data that is free from this demographic bias From Eisenstein (2013)
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Quantitative genre description

General style

 Twitter is more conservative and formal, less conversational than SMS and online chat;
 It still has a similar brevity to these mediums, but word choice is careful, with high density 

of lexical words (Halliday 2004);
 Tweets are used for sharing news or broadcasting personal status

Individual style:

 Do users prefer individualistic style, or address a large audience? (Yates 1996)
 Users develop linguistically unique styles compared to other mediums;
 For example, both 1st and 3rd person pronouns are common, where other genres tend to 

stick to just one.
 Intensifier use indicates a younger audience - “really” vs. “very” (Ito 2003).
 Orthographic errors not always errors (“very lucky” vs. “very luccy”) (Stewart 2014)

Temporal reference

 Are authors concerned with a certain timeframe? (past, present, future relative to 
timestamp)

 Temporal references are similar to SMS and online chat: no particular focus

From Hu et al. (2013) 
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NLP Pipelines 

Language ID

Tokenisation
Part of speech

tagging

Text
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Pipelines for tweets

 Errors have a cumulative effect

Good performance is important at each stage

Per-stage

Overall
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Language ID: example

Task: given a text, determine which language it is intended to be.

The Jan. 21 show started with the unveiling of an impressive three-story 
castle from which Gaga emerges. The band members were in various 
portals, separated from each other for most of the show.  For the next 2 
hours and 15 minutes,  Lady Gaga repeatedly stormed the moveable 
castle, turning it into her own gothic Barbie Dreamhouse .

Newswire:
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Language ID: example

Task: given a text, determine which language it is intended to be.

LADY GAGA IS BETTER THE 5th TIME OH BABY(:

je bent Jacques cousteau niet die een nieuwe soort heeft ontdekt, het is 
duidelijk, ze bedekken hun gezicht. Get over it 

I'm at 地铁望京站 Subway Wangjing (Beijing) http://t.co/KxHzYm00

RT @TomPIngram: VIVA LAS VEGAS 16 - NEWS #constantcontact 
http://t.co/VrFzZaa7

The Jan. 21 show started with the unveiling of an impressive three-story 
castle from which Gaga emerges. The band members were in various 
portals, separated from each other for most of the show.  For the next 2 
hours and 15 minutes,  Lady Gaga repeatedly stormed the moveable 
castle, turning it into her own gothic Barbie Dreamhouse .

Newswire:

Twitter:
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Language ID: issues

General accuracy on microblogs:  89.5% (Preotiuc-Pietro 2012)
Compared to accuracy on formal text: 99.4% (Carter 2013)

What general problems are there in identifying language of social media posting?

 Switching language mid-text;
 Non-lexical tokens (URLs, hashtags, usernames, retweet/modified tweet indicators);
 Small “samples”: documents are fixed at 140 characters, and document length has a big 

impact on language identification;
 Dysfluencies and fragments reduce n-gram match likelihoods;
 Large (unknown) number of potential languages, some for which there will be no training 

data (Baldwin 2010).

Social media introduces new sources of information.

 Metadata: 
spatial information (from profile, from GPS); 
language information (default English is left on far too often).

 Emoticons:
:)  vs. ^_^
cu vs. 88
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Language ID: solutions

Carter et al. (2013) introduce semi-supervised priors to overcome short message problems:

 Author prior, using content of previous messages from the same author;
 Link prior, using text from any hyperlinks in the message;
 Mention prior, based on the author priors of other users mentioned in the message;
 Tag prior, gathering text in other messages sharing hashtags with the message;
 Conversation prior, taking content from messages in a conversation thread.

These priors individually help performance

 Author prior offers 50% error reduction, and is most helpful in five languages surveyed.
 Why? This prior will generate the most content – the others are conditional.

Combining priors leads to improved performance

 Different strategies help for different languages;
 Tried: voting, beam search, linear interpolation, beam confidence, lead confidence.
 Beam confidence (reducing prior weight when many languages close to most likely).

Tricky cases remain difficult, especially when languages mix

 Fluent multilingual posts; foreign named entities; misleading priors; language ambiguous
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Language ID: solutions

Carter technique can be demanding

 Data may not be available: API limits, graph changes, deleted items, changed web pages
 Processing time: retrieving required information is slow
 Privacy concerns: somewhat invasive

Lui and Baldwin (2012) use information gain-based feature selection for transductive language ID

 Goal is to develop cross-domain language identification
 In-domain language identification is significantly easier than cross-domain
 Social media text is more like a mixture of small/personal domains than its own domain

The variety of data and sparsity of features makes selection important

 LD focuses on task-relevant features using information gain
 Features with a high LD score are informative about language, without being informative 

about domain
 Candidate features pruned before applying LD based on term frequency

Without training, the langid.py tool does better than other language ID systems on social media

 Consistent improvement over plain TextCat, LangDetect and CLD
 Limited to no training data available for the 97 target languages
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Tokenisation: example

General accuracy on microblogs:  80%

Goal is to convert byte stream to readily-digestible word chunks

Word bound discovery is a critical language processing task

RT @JosetteSheeran: @WFP #Libya breakthru! We move 
urgently needed #food (wheat, flour) by truck convoy into 
western Libya for 1st time :D

@ojmason @encoffeedrinker But it was #nowthatcherisdead that was 
confusing (and not just to non-UK people!)

RT @Huddy85 : @Mz_Twilightxxx *kisses your ass**sneezes after* Lol

Ima get you will.i.am NOTHING IS GONNA STAND IN MY WAY =)

The LIBYAN AID Team successfully shipped these broadcasting 
equipment to Misrata last August 2011, to establish an FM Radio station 
ranging 600km, broadcasting to the west side of Libya to help overthrow 
Gaddafi's regime.

Newswire:

Twitter:
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Tokenisation: issues

Social media text is generally not curated, and typographical errors are common

Improper grammar, e.g. apostrophe usage:

 doesn't → does n't
 doesnt → doesnt
 Introduces previously-unseen tokens

Smileys and emoticons

 I <3 you → I & lt ; you
 This piece ;,,( so emotional → This piece ; , , ( so emotional
 Loss of information (sentiment)

Punctuation for emphasis

 *HUGS YOU**KISSES YOU* → * HUGS YOU**KISSES YOU *

Words run together / skip

 I wonde rif Tsubasa is okay..
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Tokenisation: solutions

O'Connor et al. (2010) apply a regular expression tokeniser to tweets, with the following 
adaptations:

 Treat #hashtags, @mentions, abbreviations, strings of punctuation, emoticons and UTF 
glyphs as single tokens

 Made available as “twokenizer” tool

Bontcheva et al. (2013) extend the Penn Treebank tool with twitter adaptations
 Layer multiple annotations on top of each other: Hashtags, Usernames

 Normalisation maps frequent nonstandard spellings to standard
 Via lookup dictionary (e.g. Han 2011); e.g. gonna → going to 
 Regular expressions for known smileys/emoticons to avoid splitting them

 Segmenting individual hashtags is possible (Maynard 2014)
 #openaccess → # open access    
 #swankkkkk → # swan kkk k k ?
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Part-of-speech tagging: example

Many unknowns:

 Music bands: Soulja Boy | TheDeAndreWay.com in stores Nov 2, 2010
 Places: #LB #news: Silverado Park Pool Swim Lessons

Capitalisation way off

 @thewantedmusic on my tv :) aka derek
 last day of sorting pope visit to birmingham stuff out
 Don't Have Time To Stop In??? Then, Check Out Our Quick Full Service Drive Thru 

Window :)

Slang

 ~HAPPY B-DAY TAYLOR !!! LUVZ YA~

Orthographic errors

 dont even have homwork today, suprising?

Dialect

 Shall we go out for dinner this evening?
 Ey yo wen u gon let me tap dat
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Part-of-speech tagging: issues

Low performance

 Using in-domain training data, per token: SVMTool 77.8%, TnT 79.2%, Stanford 83.1%
 Whole-sentence performance: best was 10%; cf. SotA on newswire about 55-60%

Problems on unknown words – this is a good target set to get better performance on

 1 in 5 words completely unseen
 27% token accuracy on this group

Errors on unknown words

 Gold standard errors (dank_UH je_UH → _FW) (Plank 2014)
 Training lacks IV words (Internet, bake)
 Pre-taggables (URLs, mentions, retweets)
 NN vs. NNP (derek_NN, Bed_NNP)
 Slang (LUVZ, HELLA, 2night)
 Genre-specific (unfollowing)
 Leftover tokenisation errors (ass**sneezes)
 Orthographic (suprising)
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Part-of-speech tagging: issues

Insufficient data

 Ritter: 15K tokens, PTB, one annotator
 Foster: 14K tokens, PTB, low-noise
 CMU: 39K tokens, custom, narrow tagset

Unknown words fall roughly into two categories

 Standard token, non-standard orthography;
 freinds 
 KHAAAANNNNNNN!

 Non-standard token, standard orthography
 omg + bieber → omb
 Huntingdon / Huntington
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Unseen words in tweets

Majority of non-standard orthographies can be corrected with 
a gazetteer: typical Pareto

– Vids →  videos

– cussin →  cursing

– hella →  very

No need to bother with e.g. Brown clustering

361 entries give 2.3% token error reduction
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Unseen words in tweets

The rest can handled reasonably with word shape and contextual 
features

Using edu.stanford.nlp.tagger.maxent.ExtractorFramesRare

Features include:

– word prefix and suffix shapes

– distribution of shape in corpus

– shapes of neighbouring words

Corpus small, so adjust rare threshold

+5.35% absolute token acc., +18.5% sentence
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Tweet “sentence” “structure”

 They are structured (sometimes)

We still do better if we look at global features

– Unigram tagger accuracy: 66%

Sentence-level accuracy is important

– Unigram tagger sentence accuracy: 2.3%

So, we need to pay some attention to context
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Tweet “sentence” “structure”

Tweets contain some constrained-form tokens

Links, hashtags, user mentions, some smileys

We can fix the label for these tokens

Knowing P(c
i
) constrains both P(c

i-1
|c

i
) and P(c

i+1
|c

i
)
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Tweet “sentence” “structure”

This allows us to prune the transition graph of labels in the sequence:

Because the graph is read in both directions, fixing the value of any 
label point impacts whole tweet

Setting label priors reduces token error 5.03%

V

NP

JJ

IN

TO

V

NP

JJ

IN

TO

V

NP

JJ

IN

TO

V

NP

JJ

IN

TO

RT
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Not enough data

Big unlabelled data - 75 000 000 tweets / day (en)

Bootstrapping sometimes helps in this case

Problem: initial accuracy is too low       ● ︵• _UH

Solution: consensus with > 1 tagger       ◕ ◡ ◕ _UH

Problem: only one tagger using PTB tags   〴⋋ _⋌  〵 _UH

Solution: Vote-constrained Bootstrapping    _   ⊙ ʘ _UH      
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Vote-constrained bootstrapping

Not many taggers available for building semi-supervised 
data

We chose Ritter's plus the CMU tagger

The tag classes don't map 1:1

Create equivalence classes between tags

– CMU tag R (adverb) → PTB (WRB,RB,RBR,RBS)

– CMU tag ! (interjection) → PTB (UH)

Coarser tag constrains set of fine-grained tags
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Vote-constrained bootstrapping

Ask both taggers to label the candidate input

Add tweet to semi-supervised data if both agree

Lebron_^ + Lebron_NNP → OK, Lebron_NNP

books_N + books_VBZ → Fail, reject tweet

Evaluated quality on development set

– Agreed on 17.8% of tweets

– Of those, 97.4 of tokens correctly PTB labelled

– 71.3% whole tweets correctly labelled
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Vote-constrained bootstrapping

Using automatic language ID

Based on 1.5M agreed-upon tokens

Adding this bootstrapped data reduced error by:

– Token-level: 13.7% Sentence-level: 4.5%
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Part-of-speech tagging: solutions

Ritter et al. (2011) adapt to twitter by looking beyond newswire and modelling lexical variation

Extra resources include adapting standards to the genre and finding more & better data

 Extension of PTB tagset, with HT, USR, RT, and URL
 Inclusion of an IRC dataset (online chat; assumed similar to twitter; source of hashtag)
 Creation of a new Twitter corpus – 15K tokens, single annotator

Non-standard spelling, through error or intent, is often observed in twitter – but not newswire

 Model words using Brown clustering and word representations (Turian 2010)
 Input dataset of 52M tweets as distributional data
 Use clustering at 4, 8 and 12 bits; effective at capturing lexical variations

 E.g. cluster for “tomorrow”: 2m, 2ma, 2mar, 2mara, 2maro, 2marrow, 2mor, 2mora,  
2moro, 2morow, 2morr, 2morro, 2morrow, 2moz, 2mr, 2mro, 2mrrw, 2mrw, 2mw, tmmrw, 
tmo, tmoro, tmorrow, tmoz, tmr, tmro, tmrow, tmrrow, tmrrw, tmrw, tmrww, tmw, tomaro, 
tomarow, tomarro, tomarrow, tomm, tommarow, tommarrow, tommoro, tommorow, 
tommorrow, tommorw, tommrow, tomo, tomolo, tomoro, tomorow, tomorro, tomorrw, 
tomoz, tomrw, tomz

Data and features used to train CRF. Reaches 41% token error reduction over Stanford tagger.
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PoS tagging: where next?

Better handling of case problems (uppsala_NN, Wine_NNP)

Better handling of hashtags

– I'm stressed at 9am, shopping on my lunch break... 
can't deal w/ this today. #retailtherapy

– I'm so #bored today

More data – bootstrapped 

More data – part-bootstrapped (e.g. CMU GS)

More data – human annotated

Parsing
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Overall solutions to twitter noise

Normalisation

 Convert twitter text to “well-formed” text; e.g. slang resolution
 Some success using noisy channel model (Han 2011)
 Techniques include: edit distance; double metaphone with threshold
 Issues: false positives can change meanings, e.g. reversing sentiment (apolitical)

Domain adaptation 

 Treat twitter as its own domain / genre, and create customised tools and techniques
 Some success in language ID (Carter 2013), PoS tagging (Gimpel 2011), NER (Ritter 

2011)

User adaptation 

 A “third way”: social media as a whole is not a distinct genre or in need of repair
 Suggested by Eisenstein 2013, Baldwin 2010, Hu 2013
 Instead, composed of many users each with their own styles (cf. AP guidelines)
 Incorporating per-user models offers insights into communications there (cf. Carter)
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